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ABSTRACT
This paper describes a technique for segmenting video using
hidden Markov models (HMM). Video is segmented into
regions defined by shots, shot boundaries, and camera movement
within shots. Features for segmentation include an image-based
distance between adjacent video frames, an audio distance based
on the acoustic difference in intervals just before and after the
frames, and an estimate of motion between the two frames.
Typical video segmentation algorithms classify shot boundaries
by computing an image-based distance between adjacent frames
and comparing this distance to fixed, manually determined
thresholds. Motion and audio information is used separately. In
contrast, our segmentation technique allows features to be
combined within the HMM framework. Further, thresholds are
not required since automatically trained HMMs take their place.
This algorithm has been tested on a video data base, and has been
shown to improve the accuracy of video segmentation over
standard threshold-based systems.

1. INTRODUCTION
An important aspect of video indexing is the ability to segment
video into meaningful segments. One type of segment is a shot,
or a sequence of video frames from a single camera. In produced
video such as television or movies, shots are separated by
different types of transitions, or boundaries. The simplest
transition is a cut, an abrupt shot change that occurs in a single
frame. Gradual transitions between shots are more complex. Two
common types that we consider in this work are fades and
dissolves. Camera movement within a shot can sometimes be
mistaken for gradual transitions. We model two types of camera
movement, the pan and the zoom.
Shot boundaries are typically found by computing an imagebased distance between adjacent frames of the video, and noting
when this distance exceeds a certain threshold. The distance
between adjacent frames can be based on statistical properties of
pixels [4], compression algorithms [1], or edge differences [13].
The most widely used method is based on histogram differences.
If the bin-wise difference between histograms for adjacent frames
exceeds a threshold, a shot boundary is assumed. Zhang et al.
[14] used this method with two thresholds in order to detect
gradual transitions.
Audio and motion features have been used to improve shot
boundary detection. Saraceno et al.[8] classify audio according
to silence, speech, music, or noise and use this information to
verify shot boundaries hypothesized by image-based features. In
[5], speaker identification is used to cluster shots. Phillips and
Wolf [6] use motion features alone or with histogram differences

to improve boundary detection. Shahraray [9] combines motion
features with pixel differences.
In this work, we combine information from features that are
based on image differences, audio differences, and motion for
segmenting video. Hidden Markov models provide a unifying
framework for jointly modeling these features. In Wolf [12],
HMMs are used to build scenes from video which has already
been segmented into shots and transitions. Here, HMMs are used
to perform segmentation directly based on multiple features.
States of the HMM consist of the various segments of a video,
namely the shots themselves, the transitions between them: cuts,
fades, and dissolves, and camera motion: pans and zooms. The
HMM contains arcs between states showing the allowable
progressions of states. The parameters of the HMM are learned
using training data in the form of the frame-to-frame distances
for a video labeled with shots, transition types, and motion. Once
the HMM is trained, it can be used for segmenting video into its
component shots and transitions by applying the Viterbi
algorithm to determine the most likely sequence of states through
the HMM.

2. Features
We consider three types of features for use in video
segmentation. The first is a standard histogram distance, which
measures the difference between adjacent frames of video based
on a gray-scale histogram. The second is an audio distance
measure, which computes the distance between the audio in
intervals just before and just after the frames. The third feature is
based on an estimate of object motion between two adjacent
video frames.

2.1 Image Features
The histogram feature measures the distance between adjacent
video frames based on the distribution of luminance levels. It is
simple, easy to compute, and works well for most types of video
[2]. The luminance of a pixel Lpixel is computed from the 8-bit red
(R), green (G), and blue (B) components as
Lpixel = .3008(R)+.5859(G)+.1133(B).
H is a 64 bin histogram computed by counting the number of
pixels in each bin of 4 gray levels, thus
H[k]=# of pixels where k=Lpixel/4, 0<=k<=63.
The histogram feature DH is the absolute bin-wise difference of
the histograms of adjacent frames. DH is computed as
DH = Σ|H[k] -Hprev[k]|, 0<=k<=63.

The image distance is computed between each pair of adjacent
frames at the frame rate of 30 times per second.

between intervals X and Y is set to d(X,Y) = -log(λL), which is
large when X and Y are different.

2.2 Audio Features

The audio feature is computed at a rate of 5 times per second by
sliding the intervals shown in Figure 1 by 10 cepstral vectors.
Since the video difference is computed 30 times per second, we
replicate each audio distance 6 times so that the audio feature is
computed at the same rate.

In contrast to other approaches to using audio features to aid in
video segmentation, we do not attempt to categorize audio into
classes such as speech, silence, music, and noise [8], or to
identify speakers [5]. Rather, we take the approach used with the
video feature and compute an audio distance measure. This
distance is computed between two adjacent intervals of audio X
and Y (see Figure 1). In order for this distance to accurately
reflect differences in the type of audio (speech, silence, etc.) it is
necessary to use a relatively long interval. This is because speech
is composed of short (approximately 30 ms) intervals containing
either silence, periodic voiced signal (typically vowels), or noise.
Silence can also appear as pauses in speech. Thus using short
analysis windows for audio could show large differences in
purely speech audio. In our work, we compute audio distances
based on sliding two-second intervals.
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2.3 Motion Features
The motion feature detects motion of objects between frames,
and is useful for identifying camera movement such as pans and
zooms. Motion vectors are computed using an exhaustive-search
block-matching algorithm in a 24x24 window for nine evenly
distributed 40x40 pixel blocks. Large blocks are used to
minimize the effect of object motion. The presence of motion is
detected using two features computed from the coherence of the
motion vectors. The first feature is the magnitude of the average
of the nine motion vectors. The second feature is the average
magnitude of the nine motion vectors. The combination of the
two features allows pans and zooms to be detected. When both
features have a high value, a pan is indicated. A zoom occurs
when the first feature is small but the second feature is large.
When the second feature is small, no camera motion is occurring.
Figure 2 shows some sample motion vector fields and the feature
values that result
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Figure 1. Fn and Fn+1 are adjacent frames of video
sampled at 30 frames per second. Xi and Yi are 2 second
intervals used for audio analysis.
Audio is first converted to a sequence of 12-dimensional cepstal
vectors vi, computed every 20 ms. [7]. Thus the two-second
interval X consists of a sequence of 100 cepstral vectors
X=(v1,…,v100). Let X and Y be two such intervals, and let Z be the
four-second interval obtained by concatenating X and Y, Z =
(X,Y).
The audio distance measure is similar to the likelihood ratio
measure first suggested by Gish [3] and used in [10] for audio
segmentation. Let H0 denote the hypothesis that X and Y are the
same audio type, and let H1 denote the hypothesis that they are
different types of audio. Let L(X:θΧ) be the likelihood of the X
interval. We assume the cepstral vectors in the interval are
independent, and are characterized by a Gaussian mixture
distribution consisting of 16 Gaussians. θX represents the
parameters of this distribution, namely the 16 mixture
coefficients, the 12-dimensional mean vector, and the covariance
matrix, which we assume is diagonal. Let L(Y:θY) and L(Z:θZ) be
defined similarly. The likelihood L1 that the two intervals are
different audio types is then L1 = L(X:θX) L(Y:θY). The
likelihood that the two intervals are the same audio type is L0 =
L(Z:θZ). Thus the likelihood ratio for testing the hypothesis that
the intervals represent the same sound type is λL = L0/L1. This
ratio is large when H0 is true, that is when X and Y have the same
statistics, and small otherwise. Thus the distance measure
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Figure 2. Motion features for pan and zoom.

3. HMM Segmentation
Figure 3 shows the hidden Markov model (HMM) used for video
segmentation. The shot state models segments of the video within
a single shot. We use separate states to model camera motion,
namely pan and zoom. The other states model the transition
segments between shots, namely cuts, fades, and dissolves. The
arcs between states model the allowable progressions of
segments. Thus from the shot state it is possible to go to any of
the transition states, but from a transition state it is only possible
to return to the shot state. This assures that only a single
transition segment occurs between shots. Similarly, the pan and
zoom state can only be reached from the shot state, since they are
in fact subsets of the shot. The arcs from a state to itself model
the length of time the video is in that particular state.
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The parameters of the HMM, namely the transition probabilities
PT, PM, PF, PC, PD, PZ, and PP, as well as the means and
variances of the various Gaussian distributions, are learned
during a training phase. Data for training consists of features
computed for a collection of video, labeled according to whether
there is a shot, a cut, a fade, a dissolve, a pan or a zoom. Given
this data, a standard algorithm for training hidden Markov model
parameters, namely Baum-Welch re-estimation [7], is applied. It
is important that sufficient data, in terms of both quantity and
variety, be used in training so that the resulting parameters can be
applied to arbitrary video.
Once the parameters are trained, segmenting the video into its
shots, camera motions, and transitions is performed using the
Viterbi algorithm, a standard technique for segmentation and
recognition with HMMs [7]. Given a sequence of features, the
Viterbi algorithm produces the sequence of states most likely to
have generated these features. The state sequence is time-aligned
with the feature sequence, so that the video is segmented
according to the times corresponding to shots, cuts, fades,
dissolves, pans, and zooms.

4. Experiments
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4.1 HMM vs Manual Threshold
Figure 3. Hidden Markov model for video segmentation.
A probability is associated with each of the arcs in Figure 3. The
probability PT is the probability that a transition occurs. We
assume for simplicity that each of the transition types, namely
cut, fade, and dissolve, are equally likely. The probability PM is
the probability of camera motion, namely the probability of a pan
or zoom. The probability 1-3PT –2PM is the probability of staying
in a shot. The probability PF is the probability of staying in the
fade state, and models the duration of a fade. The probability 1PF is the probability of returning from a fade back to a shot. The
other probabilities PD, PZ and PP are defined similarly.
A cut is modeled by two states in the HMM, shown as CUT1 and
CUT2 Figure 3. When an analog video consisting of fields is
digitized into frames, the cuts may fall across two frames. Instead
of producing one large frame-to-frame distance value, two lower
values are produced. By explicitly modeling the noisy nature of
some cuts, we avoid mislabeling these cuts as short gradual
transitions. By using a two-state cut model rather than a selftransition, we correctly model the known duration of cuts.
Each state of the hidden Markov model (HMM) has an
associated probability distribution that models the distribution of
the image, audio, and motion features conditioned on the state.
We assume that the features are independent, so that the joint
distribution is the product of the probability distributions for
each of the features. In this work, we use either a single Gaussian
or a Gaussian mixture distribution for the state-conditional
probability distributions. Since fewer parameters are required, a
single Gaussian is used to model most state conditional feature
distributions. One exception is the image feature distribution for
the fade state, which uses a mixture of 2 Gaussians. This is
because the histogram difference during a fade can have both
large and small values.

The algorithm has been tested on portions of a video data base
containing a variety of video, including television shows, news,
movies, commercials, and cartoons [2]. The training data for our
experiments was a six-minute cartoon with 64 cuts, 4 dissolves,
and 12 fades, for a total of 80 transitions. The results are given
using three measures.
Recall is the percentage of shot
boundaries that were correctly detected by the model. Precision
is the percentage of claimed shot boundaries that are actually
shot boundaries. Classify is the percentage of shot boundaries
that are correctly labeled (e.g., cut or fade). We started with a
single video feature, the gray-scale histogram difference. The
first experiment used our video model without the pan and zoom
states. The model was tested on the training data (Bugs), 30
minutes of a motion picture (Raiders), 30 minutes of a television
news program with commercials (CNN), and 30 minutes of a
television drama with commercials (Babylon). Table 1 shows the
results of the model compared to using a simple threshold on the
histogram difference feature. The threshold data results from
selecting a threshold that produces a recall value close to that of
the HMM. No classify data is given for the threshold method,
which is unable to label gradual transitions.
It is clear from this experiment that for a fixed recall, our model
gives higher precision than using a simple threshold selection. In
addition, it is able to classify transition types using the simple
histogram feature, and does not require tailoring to specific
videos. Other video features that are useful in classifying gradual
transitions would likely produce better results.
HMM

Threshold

Data Set

Recall

Precision

Classify

Recall

Precision

Bugs

.950

.809

.950

.938

.636

Raiders

.970

.793

.843

.964

.644
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